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“A new command I give you: Love one“A new command I give you: Love one
another. As I have loved you, so youanother. As I have loved you, so you

must love one another.must love one another.””

John 13:34John 13:34
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Throughout 2022, we were fortunate to speak on many stages about Paper for Water,

including being featured on the Kelly Clarkson Show and even filming a scene for the

upcoming feature, Gingersnap Christmas. While these moments are filled with lots of glitz and

glam, the best part was sharing our mission with new audiences. 

We are delighted and heartened to see the global progress towards ending the world water

crisis.  According to The World Health Organization (WHO) and UNICEF, the number of people

lacking basic access to safe water compared to 2021 decreased by 14 million. This is another

great step forward and we are celebrating!  However, we know there is much more work

ahead to make a future where access to clean water is a reality for all. Getting closer to that

reality takes millions of people with each person making an impact and committing their time,

talent, and resources to bring about a brighter world. 

We are tremendously grateful to be surrounded by hundreds of volunteers and supporters

who have helped Paper for Water fund twenty water wells and three sanitation stations in

seven countries this year. More than 10,000  people now have access to clean water,

mitigating the spread of waterborne illnesses and enabling their communities to continue to

develop and prosper. 

Our mission continues, one piece of paper, one person, at a time. 

Is ab e l l e  and  Kath e r i n e  Adams
C O - F O U N D E R S  A N D  C E O S
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The communities around the world without clean water access tell similar

stories of dangerous, long hikes to unreliable water sources, of illness and

death due to waterborne diseases, and of missed educational and career

opportunities due to hours spent collecting water. 

Thanks to the generosity of our donors and the hard work of our volunteers,

in 2022 Paper for Water funded 23 water projects in India, Haiti,

Guatemala, Kenya, Peru, Uganda, and Zambia. 

Throughout the year, Paper for Water raised $52,000 to fully fund and

implement a deep water project to supply clean water to the Upendo Kids

Village, a community campus in Kenya. Serving 58 orphaned and

vulnerable children with care and education, the institution faced

significant challenges; during the dry season, their water source would

often become unreliable, requiring the staff and children to collect water

at a crocodile infested river. The illnesses contracted from unclean water

would force students to lose precious time at school, increasing dropout

rates and furthering the community’s cycle of poverty. Our boots-on-the-

ground partner, Living Water International (LWI), constructed a piped

water system, feeding clean water throughout the campus. 

This water project provides access to not only children and staff of the

Upendo Kids Village but also an additional 350 community members! 

early stages of the upendo kids village project

Josephine, teacher at Upendo Kids Village

“We no longer have to buy water for drinking! The
money we save will be used to improve the lives of
children who come to the orphanage. We will also
use the water to irrigate crops in our greenhouse.
We expect to grow all the vegetables we consume in
the orphanage. This will reduce the cost of buying
food.”



The sponsors of our 10th Annual Event made possible the funding of three water projects for

communities in Rwanda and Zambia. More than 700 residents of the Gasharu-Byimana

community in Rwanda relied on a local spring for their water, which often took hours to

collect even small quantities of water. The next closest water source was miles away,

requiring the women and children to spend hours away from their community collecting water.

The new well now provides clean water to the residents of Gasharu-Byimana and the added

sustainability measures supported by LWI staff ensure that the community will be able to

maintain the well for many years to come. 

The residents of the Tuntulunka and Kangabala B communities in central Zambia both

experienced the deadly consequences of unclean water, with residents often suffering from

water-related illness. Harsh summers caused the communities’ water sources to dry out and

the communities were desperate for a solution. Thanks to the supporters of the 10th Annual

Event, more than 400 residents of the Tuntulunka and Kangabala B communities now have

access to clean water, making possible more opportunities for health and prosperity. 

The global need for clean water access includes many communities within the United States.

A third of families on the Navajo Nation live without running water and these families devote a

significant portion of their day hauling barrels of water to their homes or purchase expensive

bottled water. In 2022, Paper for Water funded $35,000 for the Navajo Water Project,

providing water access to families in Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah. 

“Before this new water source, community members had
to travel almost one and a half kilometers to buy safe
water. This new water source will Provide safe water
within the community. This will result in us saving time
and money. Above all, it will promote good hygiene and
sanitation in the community.”

Marceline Murekeyisoni, farmeR in Gasharu-Byimana 

families on the navajo nation



Every part of Paper for Water’s process is

powered with the support of our  talented

volunteers of all ages. They support our

mission by folding origami, hosting

fundraising events and origami workshops,

and sharing Paper for Water’s mission with

new audiences. 

Our Change Makers Council brings

together self-motivated youth volunteers

to dream big and develop creative events

and activities to support Paper for Water.

In 2022, the Change Makers learned how

to lead and speak through a Toastmasters

program led by fellow volunteer and

master Toastmaster, Helen Danby. 

We are fortunate that many of the Change

Makers who began volunteering with

Paper for Water at a young age have now

graduated high school and are continuing

to support our mission by spreading

awareness of the world water crisis on

their college campuses. Regardless of

their busy schedules, our youth volunteers

have demonstrated that people of all ages

can make a difference to their

communities and beyond! 

William Braskamp 
change maker leadeR 

Youth Volunteer of the Year in 2020

"I VOLUNTEER FOR PAPER
FOR WATER BEACUSE I GET

TO HAVE FUN FOLDING
AND GET TO BE A PART OF

THE WONDERFUL
COMMMUNITY OF

VOLUNTEERS ALL WHILE
RAISING MONEY TO FUND

LIFE-CHANGING WATER
PROJECTS AROUND THE

WORLD.“

change makers memebers
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Quote from Hetch

We are proud of our long-time volunteer Deborah Hecht who was

recognized during the 16th Annual Invest in Others Awards for her

philanthropic contributions to Paper for Water. Deborah not only volunteers

hundreds of hours folding origami, but also helps lead our educational

events and serves on the annual event committee. Our volunteers

generously give us their time and talent, creating a positive ripple effect

that impacts communities around the world. 

Prior to 2020, the majority of Paper for Water’s volunteer origami folding

events occurred locally and in-person. The COVID-19 pandemic required 

additional creative ways for volunteers to support the mission, leading

Paper for Water to develop virtual volunteer opportunities. All types of

organizations have participated in our virtual volunteer activities, allowing

teams to engage in a meaningful origami folding experience and learn more

information about the world water crisis. Their origami has become

integrated into many of Paper for Water’s activities and events. We are

grateful to the following organizations for taking the time to learn the art of

origami and supporting efforts to end the world water crisis: Abbott,

Capital One, Catalyst, Fossil, ISN, JP Morgan, Salesforce, Prudential, and

Lexis Nexis. 



Isabelle and Katherine shared Paper for Water’s mission on the Kelly Clarkson Show,

discussing the critical importance of clean water in helping communities thrive around the

world. Isabelle emphasized the impact that access to clean water has on the education of

children and Katherine told a story from the early days of Paper for Water about an impactful

trip to Ethiopia. 

The CEO of Living Water International, Mike Mantel, and Sierra Leone Country Director

Rosemarie Blake were also featured during the interview. Mike discussed the long-term

partnership between Living Water International and Paper for Water, detailing Paper for

Water’s impact and awarding Isabelle and Katherine with the Living Water Change Makers

Award.

During the interview, Kelly Clarkson informed Isabelle and Katherine that the show had

connected with H-E-B and had advocated for Paper for Water to receive a $10,000 grant to

help fund a water well for the Santa Elena Community in Peru!

PAPER FOR WATER ON THEPAPER FOR WATER ON THE



“The new water source
will change our lives a
lot. We will be stronger
in agriculture and our
children will be more
eager to study. This
source will change a
lot for everyone, and
for that we are
grateful.“ 

KELLY CLARKSON SHOW!KELLY CLARKSON SHOW!
The remote location of the Santa Elena

community made it almost impossible to

construct a water system so its members

were forced to haul water from the nearby

river. Waterborne illnesses were common

in Santa Elena due to the river’s stagnant

water and the dangerous riverbank, which

frequently caused residents to slip and

fall. The illnesses caused by the dirty

water created a tragic series of events

within the community - sick members

could not work, causing them to lose their

wages which were often already being

used on expensive treatments to manage

their waterborne illnesses. Alejandro

Huamani Alhuay, a 74-year-old farmer in

Santa Elena, described his community’s

experience with the water crisis: “One of

the main problems of collecting water

from the river was having to go down a

steep slope to the river...the quality of the

river water was not adequate, but we

boiled it to be able to consume it. Still,

some got sick.”

Thanks to the Kelly Clarkson Show and 

H-E-B, the new well in Santa Elena now

provides more than 200 people with

access to clean water, allowing its

members to thrive without the serious

dangers of unclean water. 

Alejandro Huamani Alhuay

community farmer 



707 
donations made 

to paper for water 

20
water Well 

Projects Built

10,200
People received 

the gift of clean 
water and sanitation

3
Latrines and sanitation

stations Built

20222022   BY THE NUMBERSBY THE NUMBERS  
$195,000 

in water 
and sanitation 
project funding 





It is with heartfelt gratitude that we
thank our partners for their generosity
to bring water and the word to thirsty.



We use the art of origami to provide

meaningful volunteer opportunities

that change the world.



paperforwater.orgpaperforwater.org

info@paperforwater.orginfo@paperforwater.org


